
  

Symbolism of the Red Moon 

 

 

 

At approximately 1am tomorrow morning, the earth’s atmosphere will 
combine with the closest moon in a very long time, and produce a full 
red moon.  For some this is seen as an omen, and not a good one.  In 
the spiritual world, red is the colour of that which is traditionally 
thought to be the base chakra, the primary house of power where all 
of our wounds and worries live.  
 
The moon symbolises the archetypal feminine energy, with all her 
swirling unfathomable emotions.  Combine the two and a red moon 
potentially symbolises a time of painful endings of relationships, a 
heart or a mind break – and most likely, all three.  In 2005 I wrote a 
poem I titled ‘Alpha Encore’ that I have copied below.  It means to go 
back to the beginning and start again. On a thankful positive note, 
there is never an ending without a beginning and we do at least get a 
chance to begin again perhaps this time a bit older and wiser; to reset 
the board in our favour and position the pieces where we might 
win.  The red moon then is a time to celebrate the endings of 
relationships that only caused us pain, and create a beginning much 
more in line with that which will bring us to peace and authentic 
love.  We may go down in pain but we will endure, survive, and rise 
again with unconditional love.  
 
And I wish you that, Carole.  
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'Even if you think you are 

good at saying no, this is a 

life-changing seminar, 

not to be missed' 

 

Date: Monday 19th October 

Seminar:  7pm-9pm 

Price:        £15 
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Alpha Encore 

So you think no-one can comprehend just where you mind might go 

Imagine you are all alone and no-one else could know 

The first to find the last to leave and lost somewhere between 

No feet on earth in your rebirth and nothing as it seem 

  

See shadows dancing in your dream dodge stalkers of the night 

Submerged in fastest flowing stream fall from the greatest height 

No-one to hear your silent fear no hand to grasp and hold 

No courage left within your heart that once was young and bold 

  

But here’s the truth said loud and clear that surely you must sense 

That this is not a time begot but space for recompense 

No ghastly sight can you perceive without first you create 

No demon stand crossed hallowed land where angel at the gate 

  

My dear you see all you could be both fact and mystic fiction 

Extract from this eternal bliss enabled in your diction 

Can you now tell that this no spell but gift from Ether given 

Revealed today so you might say I found my soul in Heaven 

  

No matter what the path you trod to bring you to this state 

Important now is when and how and know it’s not too late 

For blessed you are a golden star is handed from behind 

In time will eyes clear misty skies that once where closed and blind 

  

How happy might your life become if only you believed 

That all was found when left the ground and once more you perceived 

Unfolding wings tucked in your jeans new warrior of one 

Your life not end when you descend but once more has begun 
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November 

Seminar:   7pm-9pm 
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